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INTRODUCTION AND N~TI~TI~N 
The general extremal problem can be described as follows: For gix~en 
fixed complex numbers c(, b and Z, 1 z 1 = 1, and for a given non-negative reai 
functionf(z) defined on the unit circle, it is required to obtain an upper bound 
for 1 a~,(-:) i b&(~)l where p,(z) varies over the class of all polynomials of 
degree not exceeding II which satisfy I p,(z)1 <f(r) on the circle z z 1 
il. 3]. 
The case f(z) = 1 P,(z)/, where P&) is a polynomial of degree ( < ir is 
dealt with in detail in [3]. It is easy to reduce then the problem to the case 
jf(z) = 1 P,,(r)I where P,(Z) is a polynomial of degree IL all of whose zeros 
lie in the closed unit disk. 
In the present work we indicate the possibility of strengthening these 
results for lacunary polynomials. The precision is made by either diminishing 
the region of location of zeros of the polynomials concerned or by increasing 
the region of the validity of the relevant inequalities as compared with the 
case where no symmetry of the zeros of P,(r) is assumed. In all cases the 
results are sharp and include the existing theorems as special cases 
For p > 1 we shall denote by l?,,!, the image of the disk I [ j < p by the 
function W(C) = nQ(S - l), that is 
Similarly, for z0 , / z0 1 3 1 and 0 < I’ < 1, we denote by BizI the image of 
the disk / j 1 < I’ by the function ~~(5) = zJ(r, - I). For simplicity we ret 
BItJ, = Bi; I that is -0 0 ’ 
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and 
1 
WI , 
I 
- 2 
It - , z!;; L * < I zo I 
/zo12 - 1 
if / 20 j > 1 
B Itgl = 
11’ 1 Re w > i if /z,/=l 
One notices that B$~/‘oI) = BlzOlz and that the regions B$ , BlsOl decrease 
monotonically with increasing 1 z, I. The complement of a set S with respect 
to the extended complex plane will be denoted by C(S) and the boundary of 
S will be denoted by X3. 
Finally for 0 < (r < 1 we let D$,n = -DO,, + II where p = l/cr, that is, 
if o<l 
D” L7.n = 
if a=1 
D,*,.,,, can also be described as the image of the disk 1 5 j < l/o by the function 
w(S) = n/(1 - 0 
Tm MAIN LEMMA. Let en(z) be a polynomial of degree n(n 3 1) whose 
zeros z*(k = 1, 2,..., n) all lie in the closed unit disk ] z 1 < 1 and such that 
“iI1 ZI; = 0. 
LdQnW = zQW - W Qn(4 
where w(z) E 6,,, for 1 z j 3 @la, (p 3 1) then all the zeros of L,,(Q,(z)) lie 
in the disk 1 z / < pl:“. 
For w = const. the result is best possible with the polynomial en(z) = 
C(z.2 - *)%fz for even 1~ being extremal for the values w = rzp/(eie + p) 
(0 < 0 < 2~). In this case L,{Qn(z)> has at least the two zeros &$J2 on the 
circumference j z 1 = pliz and at the same time w traverses the boundary of 
D 0.n . 
Proof. Obviously L,(Q,(z)) vanishes at a double zero of QJz) and 
L,(Q,(z)) does not vanish at a single zero of Q%(z). Assume Qn(zo) f 0. 
We have 
~UQrdzoN * _ dzo) - 
nQn(zo? n 
where wR = zo/(zo - ZJ and w* = (l/n) CE==, wL . By a result proved in [2], 
w* = zo/[zo - a( where j a(z,)I < l/i z, 1 for j z, j > 1. It follows there- 
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a contradiction to the relation 81;01~ C B, = 
This proves the first part of the lemma. The second part can be verified 
directly. 
Remark I. One can isolate the cases when a zero z0 of L,,(Q,(z)j is on the 
circle j z 1 = plie. 
We distinguish two possibilities: 
(a) p > I. This implies 
However by hypothesis 
Therefore I iy(z,,)/ = 111 zJ. By Schwarz’s iemma a(z) = P/r. Hence 
Qa(z)/Qn(i) = nz/(z” - 1) and f&(z) = C * (z’ -- l)np. The extremal poiy- 
nomials are of even degree. The value of w can be calculated from the equa- 
tion L~o{&,I(zO)) = 0. 151 = 12z~~/(z~ 2 - 1) traverses the circle / IV - np2/(p” - l)i = 
np!(p2 - 1) as zoo’ runs through the circle / z / = pl@~ 
(b) i .zo / = p = 1. Here we can have the case of a double zero of 
Qll(z). If however Qn(zo) f 0 then the conditions Re w < !1/2, Re wi; ;> n,Q. 
and NJ* = (I/II) C u’~ imply that Re u’ = 42, Re ~7~ = $. That is all the zi,: 
lie on the unit circle. The extremal case is similar to (a). 
liernnrl~ 2. One verifies easily from the proof of the lemma that if we 
assume that all the zeros of en(z) be in the disk {z 1 / r I < 1) then al! the 
zeros of L,,,{QJz)) lie in the disk {z I ~ z I < pljZf.. 
Remark 3. As mentioned the lemma is sharp only for even degree 
polynomials On(z). It will be interesting to investigate the case of odd degree 
polynomials. 
We mention briefly two corollaries. 
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Proof. This follows by the proof of the lemma from the relation w* E BiZOl”. 
COROLLARY 2. (Generalization of SzegB’s theorem). i4pplying the main 
lemma with w(z) = nz/(z - 5) we hare: 
Let en(z) be a polynomial of degree n(n > 1) with zeros zI; with 1 zh 1 < I, 
xz=, zli = 0. Let z, and 5 be two numers such that 1 z,, 1 3 1 and / 5 1 > l/l z,, 1. 
Then 
(5 - 4 Q:h,> + 77Qn(zo) = 0 
only if 
(a) [ = &e/z,, and Q,n(z) = C(z - eiQ)W. 
(b) ~~(1 q, 1 = 1) is double root ofQJz>. 
(c) z. = l(i z, / = 1 { / = 1) and Qll(z,) = 0. 
THE MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let P,(z) be a polynonziai of degree n(n 3 1) whose zeros Z~ 
all lie in the disk 1 z 1 < 1 and let z:,“=, z,( = 0. 
Let P,, be the family of all polynowzials p,(z) = ~:‘~=, ~1~9 nlitk a+, = 0, 
that satisfy 1 plz(z)i < 1 P.&z)1 on 1 z 1 = 1. 
Let p(p 3 1) be fixed and /et a and b be arbitrary complex numbers such 
that either’ b = 0 or a/b E Dp,n , 
Then for 1 z 1 > pliZ 
/ bzpk(z) - up,(z)\ d I bzPA(z) - aP,(z)I (2) 
for allp, f 8, , 
Proof. Since the functionp,Jz)/P,(z) is regular in the region 1 z / 3 1 and 
since I p,(z)/P,(z)l d 1 on / z 1 = 1 it follows that eitherp,(z)/P&) = const. 
or / pn(z)I < 1 P,(z)1 for 1 z j > 1. The first case is trivial so we consider only 
the second case. Let [(I { / < 1) be fixed. The zeros of Qn(z) = <pn(z) + P,(z) 
are all in 1 z 1 < 1 and their sum vanishes. Hence by the main lemma applied 
to the polynomial Q,(Z) and IV = a/b we have 
~[<PX~z) + ~Xz)l - ; Kp&) + P,(z)1 f 0 for j z 1 > p1i2 
and i 5 I < 1. Therefore / 5 / 1 bzpi,(z) - apJz)l < I bzP?:(z) - aP,(z)l. 
Letting I 5 1 --z 1 we obtain the desired result. 
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COROLLARY 3. In particular case wherl a = 3: . p, b = p -+ i (p ;> 1) 
I’,(.31 = Mz”(h4 > 0) we obtain the inegualitl, 
THEOREM 2. Let P,(z) be a polynomial of degree n(ti > I> xhore zeros J,, 
ali lie ir: the disk / z j < 1 and let x’!=, zfi = 0. 
Let p,,(z) = EL=, akzil’ be an arbitrary polynomiai of degree not exceeding tz 
such that a,-, = 0. If 3 is the image of the region I z I 3 1 by the fu~cio:~ 
p,(z)iP.Jz) and if the mmbe~s a al~d b are such that either- b = 0 or b = 0 am~ 
a/b E D,,, 2 thenforaliz, :zi >pl:L(p >, 1) 
P~oclf. Let R be any closed circular region disjoint from .$ and let the 
function i = (aw + p)/(yw T 6) map K onto the disk / c I < I. Tr fo!lows 
that 
all’ + p 
___ >I 
Yll' + 6 
for Ii’ t s. 
Therefore 
for ail / z / 3 1. This implies that all the zeros of up,(z) + @,jz> lie in the 
disk / : / < I and their sum vanishes. By Theorem 1 
for / 3 : 2 ~l!~. 
From this we conclude that 
.uPr&N - 
LtP,(z)j e K 
for - I ;> $,'2. 
Since K is an arbitrary circular region disjoint from 5, rhe result follows. 
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Remark 4. Theorem 1 applied to polynomials ~P~(l/z) and znpm(l/z) 
where P&) = zk=, a#, a, = 0 is a polynomial which does not vanish in 
1 -7 j < 1 and p,Jz) = CrI”=, bn,zki, b, = 0 m < n and 1 < II yields the relation 
(2) for / z / < &jZ (0 < 0 < 1) provided 1 pm(z)] < 1 Pf(z)l on j z / = 1 and 
either b = 0 or n/b E F,,, . 
COROLLARY 4. For given ill > 0, / < j = 1, 0 < P < 1 we have 
[(l/al/z - z) p;(z) + 12y,~(z)j < Mn for ) z j < 01/a nnd for every polynomial 
prL(z) = x’E=,, b,z2 with b, = 0 srrtisfving 1 pn(z)I < M on / z 1 = 1. 
Proof. For N = II, b = 1 - [/allZz we have a/b = 1111 - iJzali” and for 
1 z I = cP a/b belongs to the image of the circle j i I = l/o by the function 
w(c) = n/(1 - c>, that is on the boundary of Dz,n . Hence, letting a = n, 
b = 1 - iJal/%, P,(z) = M we obtain from (2) 
Ii L - z) p;(z) + npJz)l < Mn ,lj% for / z 1 < u@. 
Hence 
Remark. For CJ + 0 we have 1 b, / + 2 / b, l/n < M. 
For every polynomialp,,(z) = CF=, bkz7; satisfying / pn(z)i < A4 on 1 z [ = 1 
we have 1 b, 1 + 4 1 b, 1 < M. To prove the last relation let K(B) = 
1 + &(eZie - e-2”0). Then (1/2rr) Jf” K(B) d0 = 1 and jjpn(eis) c K!I, < M 
which yields i b, / + 3 / b, 1 < M. 
We may generalize our main results for arbitrary lacunary polynomials. 
To this end the main lemma will be replaced by the following: 
LEMMA. Let en(z) = z” + a,-,-,z”-“-l + -.* + a,z + a, (p >, 1) be a 
yolynomiul whose zeros all lie in the closed unit disk 1 z j < 1. 
Zf LIl'I,Qn(z)). = Z&(Z) 1 w(i) QIL(z) where W(Z) E Dp,n for j z ( >, p’!‘“+” 
(p >, l), then cdl the zeros of L,,{Q,,(z)} lie irf the disk 1 I 1 < plj(p+l). 
ProofI Noticing that N+~ 10 (k = 1, 2,..., p) yields the equalities 
EL =m 7. = 0 (k = 1, 2,..., p) where z>~(I~ = 1, 2 ,..., nj are the zeros of Qll ? 
we have from [2], the notation as in the proof of the main lemma, w* = 
z,,/[q, - k(z,,)] where ~ a(iJ < l/i z0 ID for 1 z0 / > 1. One notices that 
q~o/(%i~) = B,, , 
plete the prooF. 
~+1 and arguing as in the proof of the main lemma we com- 
By this lemma Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 can be generalized as follows: 
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/ bZpL(z) - ap,JZ)j < 1 bzPk(z) - aP,(r)l (2,: 
THEORE$I 2’. Let P,(Z) andp,(Z) be po1ynomills as i.~l Tireown? 1’. 
If .$ is the image of the region 1 z 1 3 1 by the fmction p,(Z)iP&) arid Gf 
the numbers a and b are suclz that either h = 0 or b g 0 and a/b E o,,, f 
then for all z 1 z I 3 pl’(nll) (p >, I) 
u P,(z)) 
L{Pn(zN 
ap,(Z) - bzp;,(Z) E S 
aP,(Z) - b~P.~~(r) ’ 
Remark 3’. Theorem 1’ applied to polynolials Z’pm(l :I) and z”Pf( 1;~) 
where P!(z) = a, f a?i+lz~)+l + ... + a# is a polynomial which does :iot 
vanish in / r 1 < 1 and ~,,~(z) = b, + b9+l~~-1 + ... + b,,,~~‘~ where 17 ~~ DI, 
17 3 ( yields a relation as (2)’ for 1 I I < &(0-i) (0 < o < I) p:~~lided 
1 Fok)i < 1 PC(z)1 on [ z / = 1 and either b = 0 or sib E D,*,,( S 
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